
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

28-Dec  5:20am JPY BOJ Summary of Opinions
It's the primary tool the BOJ uses to communicate their economic and

monetary projections to investors
0 0

28-Dec  5:20am JPY Prelim Industrial Production m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health - production reacts quickly

to ups and downs in the business cycle and is correlated with

consumer conditions such as employment levels and earnings

0.014 0.04

28-Dec All Day GBP Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

29-Dec 7:30pm USD S&P/CS Composite-20 HPI y/y
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity
0 0.066

30-Dec 12:30pm GBP Nationwide HPI m/m
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity
0.004 0.009

30-Dec 1:30pm EUR Spanish Flash CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

-0.006 -0.008

30-Dec Tentative EUR Italian 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 0.59|1.6
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30-Dec 7:00pm USD Goods Trade Balance

Export demand and currency demand are directly linked because

foreigners must buy the domestic currency to pay for the nation's

exports. Export demand also impacts production and prices at

domestic manufacturers

-81.5B -80.3B

30-Dec 7:00pm USD Prelim Wholesale Inventories m/m
It's a signal of future business spending because companies are more

likely to purchase goods once they have depleted inventories
0.007 0.011

30-Dec 8:15pm USD Chicago PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56.6 58.2

30-Dec 8:30pm USD Pending Home Sales m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health because the sale of a home

triggers a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, renovations are

done by the new owners, a mortgage is sold by the financing bank,

and brokers are paid to execute the transaction

0.001 -0.011

30-Dec 9:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility

0 -0.6M

31-Dec All Day JPY Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

31-Dec 6:30am CNY Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

52 52.1

31-Dec 6:30am CNY Non-Manufacturing PMI

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and their purchasing managers hold perhaps the

most current and relevant insight into the company's view of the

economy

56.3 56.4
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31-Dec All Day EUR German Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

31-Dec 7:00pm USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions. Unemployment is also a major consideration for those

steering the country's monetary policy

830K 803K

31-Dec 9:00pm USD Natural Gas Storage
Change in the number of cubic feet of natural gas held in underground

storage during the past week
0 -152B

1-Jan All Day JPY Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

1-Jan All Day CNY Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

1-Jan All Day EUR French Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

1-Jan All Day EUR German Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

1-Jan All Day EUR Italian Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0
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1-Jan All Day GBP Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

1-Jan All Day USD Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0

0-Jan 0 0 0 0.00% 0 0



First-time claims for U.S. unemployment benefits showed a significant pullback in the week ended December 19th, the Labor Department revealed in a report. The report

said initial jobless claims slid to 803,000, a decrease of 89,000 from the previous week's revised level of 892,000. The unexpected pullback came after jobless claims

reached their highest level since early September in the previous week. The Labor Department said the less volatile four-week moving average inched up to 818,250, an

increase of 4,000 from the previous week's revised average of 814,250. Continuing claims, a reading on the number of people receiving ongoing unemployment assistance,

fell by 170,000 to 5.337 million in the week ended December 12th. The four-week moving average of continuing claims dropped to 5,538,000, a decrease of 188,000 from

the previous week's revised average of 5,726,000.

German import prices continued to fall in November driven by energy prices, data from Destatis revealed. Import prices decreased 3.8 percent on a yearly basis, following a

3.9 percent drop in October. Prices were forecast to ease 4 percent. On a monthly basis, import price inflation rose to a five-month high of 0.5 percent from 0.3 percent. The

expected rate was 0.4 percent. Energy prices plunged 27.8 percent annually in November. The import price index excluding energy was 0.8 percent lower from previous

year. At the same time, the decline in export prices slowed to 0.6 percent from 1 percent. Month-on-month, export prices gained 0.4 percent after rising 0.1 percent in

October.

A report released by the University of Michigan showed U.S. consumer sentiment improved by less than initially estimated in the month of December. The report said the

consumer sentiment index for December was downwardly revised to 80.7 from the previously reported 81.4. While economists had expected a more modest downward

revision to 81.3, the index remains well above the final November reading of 76.9. The report said current economic conditions index rose to 90.0 in December from 87.0 in

November, while the index of consumer expectations climbed to 74.6 from 70.5. On the inflation front, one-year inflation expectations slid to 2.5 percent in December from

2.8 percent in November. Five-year inflation expectations were unchanged at 2.5 percent.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

The monetary policy stimulus of the Bank of Japan needs to be nimble in making effective responses to counter economic shocks, Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said. Kuroda

noted that prolonged low interest rates have a negative impact on financial institutions' profits, and purchases of various assets such as JGBs and ETFs affect the market

functioning. The governor said the bank will adopt a forward-looking perspective of how to achieve stability in economic activity and prices by pursuing further effective

monetary easing while mitigating side effects. At the December meeting, the policy board said it is set to assess the sustainability of monetary easing policy as consumer

prices are expected to remain under downward pressure for a prolonged period due to the Covid-19 impact.

Japan's retail sales growth eased sharply in November and Tokyo consumer prices logged its third consecutive fall in December as the third wave of coronavirus infections

weighed on demand, official data showed. Retail sales grew 0.7 percent in November from the last year, but much slower than the 6.4 percent growth seen in October, the

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry reported. Elsewhere, data published by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications showed that the consumer price index

for Tokyo dropped for the third straight month in December. The Tokyo CPI declined 1.3 percent annually, following a 0.8 percent drop in November. Excluding fresh food,

consumer prices were down 0.9 percent versus a 0.7 percent decrease in November. This was the biggest fall since 2010. Prices were expected to decrease 0.8 percent.
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